
Group Exercise Schedule Winter 2021 

Monday thru Friday: (effective Saturday, Jan 2, 2021) 

 

Weekend Classes: 

Studio A = Upstairs 

Studio B = Spin Studio 

Studio C = Downstairs 

       NEW CLASS! 

 

 

*Online pre-registration is REQUIRED for each class 

*Face masks must be worn at all times 

*Everyone must remain at least 14’ apart when indoors (spaces have been marked for participants) 

*All equipment used must be wiped down w/sanitizer before & after use 

*No yoga mats/straps will be provided; participants MUST bring their own      

 

Time: Mon Tues Weds Thurs Fri 
 

7:15am 
 

Yoga             (55) 
Tami               C 

Muscle Mix   (55) 
Cathy                A 

Mat Pilates   (55) 
Karen G.  Tennis Court  

Muscle Mix   (55) 
Cathy                A 

Mat Pilates  (55) 
Karen G.   Tennis Court 

8:00am 
 

Bootcamp     (55) 
Alice              Turf 

 
Bootcamp  (55) 
Alice           Turf 

 

 
YOGA           (55) 
Michelle        C 

 
Cycling         (55) 
Diane              B 

 

8:30am    
Barre Express (30) 
Kelly                  C 

 

9:15am 

Cycle Camp (55) 
Jody             B&T 

YOGA           (55) 
Suzi                 C 

Cycle Camp (55) 
Jody             B&C 

Yoga             (55) 
Diane             C 

Cycling          (55) 
Theresa           B 

Barre            (55) 
Kelly               C 

Body Blitz   (55) 
Theresa         A 

Functional Flow 
Yoga               (55) 
Kim O.           A 

Mat Pilates   (55) 
Kelly                 A 

Yoga              (55) 
Michelle          A 

10:30am 

  
Chair Yoga      (45) 
Kim O.                C 

  

  
Functional Training      
Maryfran  (55)   A 

  

5:15pm 

Cycle Camp    (55) 
Cathy                 B 

YOGA            (55) 
Suzanne          C 

   

Dance it Out (55) 
Joanne            A 

Kick IT!      (55) 
Nicole          A 

Cycle Camp    (55) 
Theresa             B 

  

Time: Saturday Sunday 

8:15am 

Cycling               (55)                    
Howard            TURF                     

Cardio Barre          (55)                                     
Lisa                            C 

Yoga                  (55) 
Tami                    C 

Cycling                    (55) 
John                          B 

9:30am 
Dance it Out     (55) 
Joanne                 A 

Step Express          (55) 
Lisa                            A 



BARRE - a rigorous workout that blends elements from different exercise styles including 

ballet, Pilates, and yoga. 

BOOTCAMP – A challenging, advanced class blending cardio and strength exercises at a 

fast pace with few breaks.  

CARDIO-BARRE Traditional Barre training with an additional twist of a cardiovascular 

training. Complete with core and strength training. 

BODY BLITZ Anything goes in this total body non-stop workout including resistance 

training, intense cardio, endurance, agility and core. Get it all in one hour! + 

CYCLING Reduce your body fat, lose weight, improve aerobic fitness, relieve stress…and 

have fun while pedaling to music! 

CYCLE CAMP 30/30 cycling & strength bootcamp class! We will spin for 30-min then head 

into the Mind/Body studio for 30-minutes of nonstop strength training! 

DANCE IT OUT is a fusion of Latin and International music - dance themes creating a 

dynamic, effective fitness system! The routines feature aerobic interval training w/ a combo 

of fast & slow rhythms that tone & sculpt the body. 

 

KICK IT: This workout is non-stop. You are working your legs, getting a super intense 

cardio workout, and toning all over your body. No equipment used, bodyweight only  

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING: Specific movements which apply to one's daily activities using 

dumbbells, strength bands, medicine balls, & the Bosu to challenge participants w/ 

exercises moving through multiple planes of motion. 

MAT PILATES This class is open to both the novice & more experienced Pilates student 

mixing both basic and intermediate Pilates moves. Exercises focus on core strength, 

balance, muscle stability and flexibility. 

 

Muscle Mix: 55-min bootcamp style full body muscle conditioning class that will leave your 

heart pumping! 

STEP EXPRESS: High energy step moves on, over and around the step. Fun choreography, 

scorched calories and boosted cardio fitness... all in just 30 minutes!   

STRONG FUNCTIONAL FLOW YOGA.  

Advanced Yoga incorporating traditional yoga poses and flows, interspersed with various 

functional movements.  The intention is to create strength, range of motion, and peace of 

mind. + 

YOGA In this supportive environment, learn how to listen to your body’s needs and respect 

its limitations through gentle stretching.  

 

YOGA w/Chair Assist: Traditional yoga postures are practiced in both a sitting and 

standing position. Fitness moves are incorporated to help build and maintain strength, 

range of motion, flexibility and balance. All postures/movement may be modified. 


